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INTRODUCTION
M7 Link is a plug-in tool to control the Bricasti M7 stereo reverb processor via MIDI. It
makes it possible to manage hardware settings and presets from your DAW.

Audio is handled by your DAW via the Analogue or Digital M7 input/outputs as usual. M7
Link does not have any audio processing capabilities, it simply controls the configuration
of hardware that you already own and just acts as a pass-through for any audio on the
track it is inserted on.
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MIDI DEVICE SUPPORT
A compatible MIDI device is required. Many MIDI devices are compatible with M7 Link but
support is by no means universal.
M7 MIDI messages are quite large, so some combinations of device and operating system
MIDI stack do not process the messages well. Devices we have had success in the past
with include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Avid Eleven Rack
iConnectivity mio (1-in/1-out variant tested)
iConnectivity iConnectMIDI2+
Emagic Unitor8 MkII
ESI MIDIMATE II
M-Audio USB Uno MIDI Interface
M-Audio MIDISPORT 2x2
M-Audio MIDISPORT 4x4
M-Audio MIDISPORT 4x4 Anniversary Edition
MOTU Fastlane USB
MOTU MIDI Express 128
MOTU MIDI Express XT
MOTU UltraLite-MK4
RME Fireface UFX
Roland UM-ONE (tablet mode)
Yamaha KX25
Zacro USB MIDI Cable

The M7 must be used with a dedicated MIDI port and cable, do not attempt to use MIDI
pass-through with other devices in a chain.
A physical MIDI port is required. Virtual MIDI ports must not be used.
M7 MIDI Bidirectionality Notes
The M7 does not automatically send program or parameter update messages in response
to changes on its front panel. Likewise it does not send any signals to notify M7 Link that
it has turned on, received messages, etc.
When you switch or modify a preset on the M7 front panel there will be no corresponding
update message sent to M7 Link so it is recommended to drive the M7 entirely from M7
Link rather than a combination of the panel and plug-in to ensure they stay in sync.
It is possible to import registers from the M7 to M7 Link if you wish to recall customised
presets saved in the M7’s user storage area (for further details see the presets section).
This facility must be manually enabled – it is not active by default.
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DAW Track Selection
You may use any mono or stereo channel for M7 Link in your DAW. It is not necessary to
insert the plug-in on the same aux/input as output/input audio to M7. Although M7 Link
typically imposes no latency, some Pro Tools HDX users may experience latency when
using M7 Link on some channels so it is advisable for them to use a different track than
what is being used for M7 audio to avoid any unnecessary latency.

INSTALLATION
M7 Link requires an Intel, AMD or Apple Silicon processor and approximately 100 MB per
plug-in format to be installed on macOS or 45 MB per plug-in on Windows. On Apple Silicon
Macs the plug-in can operate natively and under Rosetta 2.
The plug-is is authorised via iLok (an iLok 2, iLok 3, iLok Cloud or computer based iLok
location is required for activation). Before installing the plug-ins, please install the iLok
License Manager (http://www.ilok.com) and redeem your activation code to your iLok
account. Then move this license to an iLok or computer based location (or right-click and
activate it from the available licenses tab later).
A single license can remain activated in two different locations concurrently. This could
mean two different iLoks, an iLok and computer based location, or on two different
computers. These must all be associated with the same iLok account and you can move
licenses between devices as required using iLok License Manager.
To install the plug-ins just run the installer packages and follow the guided instructions
to install the plug-in formats you need.
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SETUP / CONNECTION
1. Connect your Bricasti M7’s MIDI ports to a dedicated MIDI device port
2. Load M7 Link and click the settings icon (depicted as a cog icon)
3. Connect to a MIDI device as shown in the menu

Note: you may wish to appropriate name your MIDI device ports on macOS in the ‘Audio
MIDI Setup’ application.
Do not attempt to send MIDI to/from the plug-in using any host specific mechanisms, a
direct connection managed by the plug-in is required.
The M7 should be turned on before any attempt is made by M7 Link to communicate with
it to ensure synchronisation.
M7 Identification Tool
You may wish to identify an M7 if you have multiple devices in your set-up. Simply enable
the option in settings to show the ID message as illustrated below.
When you are finished, deselect the option.
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WINDOWS PRO TOOLS ADDITIONAL SETUP STEPS
Pro Tools in Windows reserves (locks) all available MIDI devices at start-up for use by
itself. Pro Tools must be prevented from doing so for devices that you wish to use with
M7 Control (version 12.5.1 or above is required for this capability).
If you do not do this you will see an error message as below when trying to connect to
any of the system’s MIDI devices.

Step 1
Create a ExcludedMIDIPorts.txt file using the ‘MIDI Port / Advanced / Create Pro Tools
MIDI Explude Port File‘ option as shown below.

Note: macOS users versions of the plug-in do not have this option because this step is
unnecessary on Macs.
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Step 2
Open the file ExcludedMIDIPorts.txt which should now be found on your desktop.
It will contain any MIDI devices that were found available on the system.
Delete any devices that you do not need to use with M7 Link, retaining those that you
wish to connect to.

Step 3
Restart Pro Tools.
The MIDI device should now display a successful connection message as shown below
when selecting it from the settings menu.

If this has not worked please ensure you have Pro Tools 12.5.1 or above.
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WINDOWS CUBASE ADDITIONAL SETUP STEPS
Cubase in Windows reserves (locks) all MIDI input for some devices. To enable M7
hardware to M7 Link transmissions (i.e. importing user registers from hardware) you may
need to disable the “In ‘All MIDI Inputs’“ option in Cubase Studio Setup as shown below.

Please restart Cubase after making any changes in this window.
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PLUG-IN OVERVIEW
The plugin is split into the following areas:
•

•
•

Presets management:
o Factory presets
o Settings that affect the behaviour of the factory presets
o Storage or retrieval of custom presets
The fundamental controls of reverb time, pre-delay and low frequency level
Control groups accessed via tabs:
o Space:
§ Early reflection pattern selection
§ Reverb / early reflection mix level
§ Modulation (late reverb only)
o Shape: reverb density, diffusion and size control
o Delay (reverb): time (including tempo sync), level and modulation
o System: wet and dry level
o Bass / Treble Rate: determines the bass and treble reverb decay time
o Rolloff: reverb and early reflection filtering

You may click the question mark logo within the plug-in to enable interactive assistance
mode which displays tool-tips when the mouse is briefly hovered over the plug-in’s
controls.
Parameters
Please refer to the Bricasti M7 owner’s manual for a description of the reverb parameters.
http://www.bricasti.com/images/M7.pdf
Tempo Sync
The pre-delay and reverb delay time parameters can be chosen in milliseconds as per the
hardware, or optionally the plug-in can sync to DAW tempo by selecting the tempo-sync
button.
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Parameter Lock
Parameters can be locked from the main interface so that complete program changes do
not fully affect all parameters as usual. For instance if you have a decay time and predelay that suits the track well but you want to experiment with other reverb programs
without resetting these parameters every time, simply lock them in place and work
through the programs.
Locks can be enabled and disabled by clicking the padlock icon under any dial, or by rightclicking any dial to bring up the lock menu (which also includes a clear all locks option).

Pre-delay sync and delay sync locks are available to the left of the
sync metronome buttons and reveal themselves when the mouse is
hovered over them. This makes is possible to select a pre-delay with
respect to song tempo and then lock the plug-in to tempo sync
modes when changing presets.
Early / Reverb Presentation
It is possible to modify the presentation of the M7 parameter showing the early reflections
to reverberation mix value. The M7 uses X <> Y nomenclature and is used by default.
Alternatively, it can be presented in Decibels.
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PRESET MANAGEMENT
Factory Presets
You may select factory presets by clicking on the preset name in the main plug-in window
to show a list, or by moving between presets using the chevron icons (< >). All of the
presets in the M7 v2 are present in M7 Link.

Further options are provided to enable the user to save and recall customised presets,
these can be freely shared with other users.
A preset A/B register feature is provided for quickly auditioning and comparing presets.
Note that parameter locks do not prevent changes when moving between the A/B
registers.
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Importing Presets From M7 User Registers
Presets can be imported from M7 user registers to M7 Link as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Ensure M7 Link’s Advanced MIDI settings have been configured to “Enable MIDI
Input” and that the plug-in has been restarted if this was not set; by default the
plug-in does not listen for SYSEX on the MIDI inputs so this must be manually
enabled to use this facility
Ensure the M7’s MIDI Out is connected to the MIDI Input of the selected interface
Select a register on the M7 (tap ‘Reg’, select a preset with the dial, tap ‘Enter’)
Hold ‘Edit’ on the M7 until the tap light flashes indicating a SYSEX transmission
A notice should be displayed by M7 Link to say that a SYSEX register was received
(any duplicate messages the same as the preceding message are ignored)
The register will be saved to disk as a user preset

Below is the message shown when a SYSEX register transmission is detected:

Below is the saved and loaded user preset:

Note: this feature is only intended to be used to import user presets to M7 Link that have
been loaded from the M7 front panel and transmitted immediately. Do not attempt to use
it to mix a plug-in and front-panel preset editing workflow to avoid unexpected behaviour.
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Settings
Clicking on the settings cog icon reveals a list of options, these are described below.
Scaling
The plug-in supports resizing the interface in fixed steps from 70% through to 200%.
MIDI Device
The MIDI devices found on the system are listed under the MIDI Port section. This is
described in more detail in the ‘SETUP / CONNECTION’ section earlier in this document.
Under the ‘Default’ menu item you can select a MIDI device that will be selected at startup (this will be over-ridden by any connections noted in a DAW state recall).
Advanced
The advanced MIDI options are primarily for support purposes:
•

•
•

MIDI System Status Report: if you encounter connectivity issues, the state of the
MIDI system can be queried here. You may be directed into this area by Reverb
Foundry support.
Show M7 Link ID Message: see ‘SETUP / CONNECTION’.
Delated MIDI Initialisation: In some hosts M7 Link is unable to configure the required
MIDI devices at start-up; selection of this option will defer MIDI set-up until the first
audio render call. You may be directed to this area by support.

M7 System
Please refer to the M7 user manual for information on the audio format, audio routing,
output level and output display facilities. M7 Link provides the ability to set default values
for all of these parameters.
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